
Unit Reading 
Platform Grammar Corner Listening 

Platform
Writing 

Platform
Express Yourself 

Platform
Across the  

Curriculum

1. What’s in 
fashion?

Reading a newspaper 
article 
(p.2)

Comparative and superlative adjectives 
(p.6) N ( )1  L ( )2

Making comparisons (p.9) N ( )1  L ( )2, 7  

Fashion tips 
(p.12)

Email giving advice
(p.15) TSA  HKDSE

Giving and responding 
to compliments, 
shopping (p.19)

Life and Society
(p.21)

2. Let’s hop on! Reading an article 
(p.23)

Adverbs of manner and degree (p.27) 
N ( )3  L ( )1

Modals: can and could (p.30) N ( )8

A survey on transport 
(p.33)

Newsletter article 
(p.37) N ( )8  TSA  
HKDSE

Making and resolving 
complaints 
(p.41)

Tourism and Hospitality 
Studies (p.43)

3. Stop! It’s 
illegal!

Reading a magazine 
article
(p.45)

Reflexive pronouns (p.49)
Connectives of reason and result
(p.52) N ( )2  L ( )2

Opinions on piracy 
(p.55)

Magazine article 
(p.59) N ( )2  TSA  
HKDSE

Giving presentations
(p.63)

Life and Society (p.65)

4. Box office 
hits

Reading a film review 
(p.67)

Past continuous tense (p.71) N ( )2

To-infinitive clauses (p.74) L ( )6, 7  
Weekend 
arrangements 
(p.77)

Film review (p.81) 
L ( )1  TSA  HKDSE

Talking about films
(p.85)

Media and 
Communication 
(p.88)

5. Save our 
planet!

Reading an essay 
(p.90)

Present perfect tense (p.94) N ( )3  L ( )3

Time words (already, ever, since, yet)
(p.97) L ( )3

A discussion about an 
exhibition 
(p.100)

One-sided 
argumentative essay 
(p.104) L ( )6  HKDSE

Telephoning 
(p.108)

Geography 
(p.110)

6. Journey to the 
future

Reading a 
magazine article 
(p.112)

Type 0 conditional sentences (p.116) 
N ( )3  L ( )4

Type 1 conditional sentences (p.119)  
N ( )1  L ( )6

Board decoration 
(p.122)

Letter of invitation 
(p.126) L ( )7  HKDSE

Supporting your 
opinions with reasons 
(p.130)

Technology Education 
(p.132)

7. The latest 
technology

Reading a speech
(p.134)

Defining and non-defining relative clauses 
(p.138) N ( )6  L ( )4

Reporting orders, requests and advice
(p.141) N ( )7  L ( )5, 8  

Arguments about 
cloning 
(p.144)

Essay (p.148) L ( )2  
HKDSE

Expressing agreement, 
disagreement and 
partial agreement 
(p.152)

Science Education
(p.155)

8. Who are they? Reading a fact sheet 
(p.157)

Used to + verb and be / get used to + -ing 
(p.161) N ( )7

Nouns with and without articles (p.164) 
N ( )8

Radio interview on 
pop stars 
(p.167)

Fact sheet (p.171) 
L ( )8

Giving and responding 
to apologies, saying 
and responding to 
thank you (p.175)

History 
(p.178)

Non-language Arts 
Corner

Social Issues
(p.180)

Workplace Communication (p.184)
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N ( )  and L ( )  mean that similar grammar items and text types can be found in the specified units of 
New Treasure Plus (Third Edition) and Longman English Spark! respectively.
TSA  and HKDSE  mean that similar text types have appeared in previous TSA and HKDSE exam papers.


